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	22396 Tastaro_EN (2)
	22396 Tastaro_EN (1)

	content: 8 wooden shapes, 32 wooden cards (45 x 45 x 4 mm), 3 cotton bags
	main goal: Tactile distinction: Distinguishing and identifying by touch.
	extra goals: Mathematics: Learn to sort and combine the objects correctly and recognize the different shapes.Motor skills: Learn to make smooth movements with your hands and fingers.Social skills: Learn to play with other children.
	basic concept: Recognition of shapes
	step 1: Sort and categorize the different shapes.
	step 2: There are eight different objects in five different formats:- Colored shapes printed on wooden cards- Ecru shapes on wooden cards with a colored background- Punched out shapes- Ecru wooden cards on which the shape has been punched out- Ecru wooden cards to which the shape has been affixed (raised structure)
	step 3: Name the different objects.
	advanced concept: Tactile recognition
	advanced concept1: Put all the cards in the different bags but leave the printed ones on the table. Try to find the matching printed shapes on the table to improve your visual recognition by playing a memo game (the printed cards are lying face down on the table and one child is allowed to two cards at the same time. If they are matching you can keep them and if not it is the next players turn). Try to get the objects that belong together out of the bags to improve your tactile recognition. The player who has first collected all five versions of one object is the winner.
	Text2: Distinction
	product: Tastaro
	activities: Use the motifs to make a puzzle with the kids. They can see all motifs and can combine the matching ones. Talk with the kids about the different motifs. Do they know all of them? Where do they appear in real life?Just take the colored motif cards with the colored backgrounds. Put all motifs in the middle of the table with the motifs laid faced down on the table. Now you have to find the matching items. The one who could find most is the winner. Talk about the own experiences of the children. Who has seen a fish, a boat, a flower, the moon...the last days?
	productNO: 22396                    
	main observation: Is the child able to distinguish and identify the different shapes by touch?
	extra observation: How are the fine motor skills developed?Is the vocabulary of the topic age appropriate?Is there a child that needs help/is easily frustrated?Are the children able to find the right pairs?Could the children talk about their own experiences?
	Text1: Tactile Distinction


